The unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) has significant advantages over the ground vehicle, where it can achieve a high degree of manoeuvrability, high speed response time and the ability of large area coverage. The problem considered here is that of an UAV localization and mapping using an extended Kalman filter (EKF), interval analysis (IA), covariance intersection (CI) and Hough transform (HT) for a partially known environment. The map is known partially in the sense that the obstacles and the land-marks are known to some extent. The vehicle is localized with respect to the known obstacles and to recognise the unknown obstacles to update the map of the environment. The focus is to develop an approach which can give a guaranteed performance of sensor-based localization and mapping that would increase the safety of the aerial vehicle and to produce a better performance in building the map of the environment. The guaranteed performance is quantified by explicit bounds of the position estimate of the vehicle. Generally, the UAVs carry the required sensors such as inertial sensors, accelerometers, and gyroscopes, to measure the acceleration and the angular rate, while the obstacle detection and the mapmaking is carried out with time of flight sensors such as ultrasonic or laser sensors. Most of these sensors give overlapping or complementary information, which offers scope for exploiting data fusion. This task of data fusion is accomplished by combining the measurements from different sensors that are obtained from two different methods namely EKF and IA, and by processing these measurements with a data fusion algorithm using the CI principle. This fused information is used with the measurements from the time of flight sensors such as laser sensor to update the map of the environment by applying the HT technique. The algorithms are complementary in the sense that they compensate for each other's limitations, so that the resulting performance of the sensor system is better than of its individual components, which in turn, improves the accuracy and richness in updating the map of the partially known environment. This proposed intelligent sensor system can provide a mathematically provable performance guarantees that are achievable in practice.
INTRODUCTION
This paper focuses on multiple sensor fusion algorithm that can first locate the unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) using a global positioning system (GPS) measurement or using the laser sensors, relative to the surrounding known environment to improve the INS estimated position. This corrected positions are used to map the unknown obstacles of the surroundings in which it operates. The aim is to develop a robust estimation algorithm for sensor-based localization and mapping.
In sensor-based localization, errors frequently occur in the measurement of motion with INS system. Inertial sensors (INS) are often affected by bias, drift, and noise. Moreover, by using the INS alone the vehicle cannot reduce the errors. It needs an external information about its absolute position. This can be provided either by GPS or from the known map of the surrounding environment. Usually, the laser sensors allow the extraction of the low-level features by measuring the distance to the objects. These distance measurements can also be used to correct the inertial readings periodically. However, laser sensors are not more accurate at all times. Thus different sensors will be correct in different situations, and therefore a sensor fusion algorithm is proposed in this paper to get the better estimated position of the vehicle. The use of multiple sensors also has other advantages such as the following.
1. Measurement errors or failure from one of the sensors will not have a catastrophic effect on the system, since the same information will be available from other sensors as well. 2. The selection of sensors can be flexible as more than one sensor can be employed to measure the same parameter.
The first contribution of this paper is a multiple sensor architecture for robust localization of the UAV, that flies in a partially known environment with a constant altitude. When the GPS measurements are available the localization is based on the integrated GPS/INS; if the GPS measurement is not available or obscured then a feature-based localization is proposed.
The second contribution is the feature-based localization using interval analysis (IA) method, so that, the interval positions of the aerial vehicle are fused with the position measurements from the INS. This is accomplished by combining the position information from two different sources: (a) the vehicle position, estimated by EKF from the inertial sensors and GPS, and (b) the vehicle position from the IA-based localization, using the laser sensors. This allows the fusing of the position estimates by INS sensor suit with the deterministic estimates of the laser sensors. This has been achieved because both the stochastic extended Kalman filter (EKF) and deterministic (IA) position estimates have been expressed in set-theoretic terms. This, in turn, allows the use of covariance intersection (CI) principle to fuse the estimates of two different sources in order to obtain a robust feature-based localization of an UAV.
The third contribution is the pattern recognition and data association method using the Hough transform (HT) technique to update the unknown obstacle by using the fused EKF estimated positions and the measurements from the laser sensors. The position of the unknown obstacles can be employed using the principles of the IA [1] .
The development of this algorithm is shown in the functional block diagram in Fig. 1 . The IA algorithm uses the known obstacle features in the map to estimate the position of the aerial vehicle since the GPS measurement is not always available in the map in most cases. The position from the IA algorithm is fused with the inertial sensor estimated position of the aerial vehicle using the CI principle. This is exploited to bound the errors in the inertial sensors which, in turn, gives a better estimated position, so that, the accuracy in the mapping problem is relatively increased. Hence, a major limitation of the EKF is compensated by an IA algorithm, while a main limitation of the IA approach is compensated by the EKF. This complementary integration of two data fusion algorithms is done by interpreting all uncertainties as deterministic bounds, and so the set-theoretic interpretation of estimation [2] [3] [4] can be employed. This proposed approach is a computationally attractive one resulting in guaranteed bounded errors for the fused estimated position in airborne simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM).
PRIOR WORK IN THE FIELD
Sensor fusion [5] is the combining of sensory data or data from environment sources so that the resulting information is more accurate, more complete and reliable to the result of an emerging view [6] . Many researchers have proposed their algorithms by combining different sources of sensors [7] [8] [9] . The data fusion technique is claimed to be applicable to the fusion of sensor measurements, data estimates, or similar quantities that can be described in terms of a Gaussian probability density function. The CI technique is related to a more general data fusion technique that can fuse any pair of probability density functions. The principal application of CI is an adjunct to Kalman filters where there is the potential for the data to be highly correlated. This is often the case in complex control systems primarily used in robotics applications [10] .
The CI is the optimal algorithm for fusing estimates when the correlations among them are unknown. One of the greatest obstacles in the use of SLAM in a realworld environment is the need to maintain the full correlation structure between the vehicle and all of the landmark estimates. This structure is computationally expensive to maintain and is not robust to linearization errors. A feature of CI techniques exploit full correlation information that provides a provable consistency with much less computational overhead. The SLAM algorithms attempt to circumvent these difficulties through the use of CI [11, 12] .
Solving the SLAM problem is one way to enable a robot to explore, map, and navigate in a previously unknown environments. Many works have populated the robotics literature concerning the problem of SLAM by the statistical framework using EKF. Smoothing approaches are used as a viable alternative to EKF-based solutions to this problem. In particular, Fig. 1 The block diagram of the unmanned aerial vehicle localization and mapping using data fusion via integration of covariance intersection and interval analysis approaches have been looked at that factorize either the associated information matrix or the measurement Jacobian into square root form. Such techniques have several significant advantages over the EKF: they are faster yet exact; and yield the entire robot trajectory, at lower cost for a large class of SLAM problems [13] . In the same way, SLAM information matrix is exactly sparse in a delayed-state framework. Such a framework is used in view-based representations of the environment that rely upon scan-matching raw sensor data to obtain virtual observations of robot motion with respect to a place it has previously been. The exact sparseness of the delayed-state information matrix is in contrast to the other recent feature-based SLAM information algorithms [14] . The Gaussian canonical form for SLAM has given rise to a handful of algorithms that attempt to solve the SLAM scalability problem for arbitrarily large environments. One such estimator is the sparse extended information filter (SEIF), which is reported to be nearly constant time, irrespective of the size of the map. The key to the SEIF's scalability is to prune weak links in inverse covariance matrix to achieve a sparse approximation that allows for efficient, scalable SLAM [15] . Yang et al. [16] proposed a novel particle filter (PF) for sensor fusion, and the sampling importance of resampling particle filter (SIR-PF) is applied to address the non-linear measurement model. The model showed the better performance with higher accuracy of navigation when compared with the EKF. The simulation results showed that the SIR-PF performed superior over the EKF in the same situations. In addition to that, it is proposed that the PF can be a good substitute for the EKF in on-line land vehicle navigation. Finally, the authors have suggested that a new versions of PF with high efficiency and hybrid algorithms based on Kalman filter algorithm should be developed in future. Raol et al. [17] presented the square-root information filter (SRIF) for application to sensor data fusion processes. A decentralized squareroot information filter (DSRIF) is proposed with the validation of the DSRIF using simulated data are given.
Hurley [10] presented an overview of the CI technique, its generalization, its association to information theory, and an example of the application of the generalized fusion technique to a simple probabilistic system. Results showed that the CI technique generated a Gaussian density function that was a log-linear combination of two original density functions. The generalization provided the means to fuse not only Gaussian functions, but to fuse all density functions. The distribution created to through the minimization of Chernoff information provided the best achievable exponent in the Bayesian probability of error.
Julier et al. [11] described SLAM algorithms to circumvent the difficulty in maintaining the full correlation structure between the vehicle and all of the landmark estimates in a real-world environment by the use of CI technique. Also, a number of techniques are presented that span the range of tradeoffs from maximum computational efficiency with straight CI to maximum estimation efficiency with the maintenance of all correlation information. Results showed that the CI algorithm can be combined with other SLAM algorithms to develop hybrid solutions, and the authors have shown how these methods can scale to extremely large maps of a practically significant size.
Bolzani de Campos Ferreira et al. [18] investigated the use of CI for the fusion of data from a pair of distinct radar sites at Alcantara Launch Centre (ALC) to track a sounding rocket and to predict the impact point and its uncertainty area on the ground in compliance with safety-of-flight issues. Debiased measurement transformation from spherical to cartesian coordinates, boost and free-fall models are embedded in the Kalman filters. The multiple hypothesis testing for multiple-model adaptive estimation were employed by the processing node at each radar site to locally estimate the position, velocity, and acceleration. Prediction of the impact area with a given probability assumes free fall and considers the uncertainties inferred from the eigenvalueeigenvector decomposition of the computed covariance matrix. The actual radar data of a Brazilian VS30 sounding rocket launched from ALC is used for all simulations. The automated fusion approach presented is a much improved performance relative to the procedure then used at ALC for trajectory tracking and impact point prediction.
Eustice et al. [14] reported a novel insight that the SLAM information matrix is exactly sparse in a delayed-state framework. The exact sparseness of the delayed-state information matrix is in contrast to the other recent feature-based SLAM information algorithms, such as SEIF or thin junction-tree filter, since these methods have to make approximations in order to force the feature-based SLAM information matrix to be sparse. The approach is validated experimentally using monocular imagery for two data sets: a test-tank experiment with ground truth, and a remotely operated vehicle survey of the RMS Titanic. Results showed that the delayed-state view-based SLAM information matrix is exactly sparse and, furthermore, that this sparsity is a direct consequence of retaining historical trajectory samples.
Dellaert et al. [13] investigated the smoothing approaches as a viable alternative to EKF-based solutions. An interpretation of factorization in terms of the graphical model associated with the SLAM problem is presented. Both simulation results and actual SLAM experiments in large-scale environments are presented that underscore the potential of these methods as an alternative to EKF-based approaches. Results indicated that the square root information smoothing methods are much better equipped to deal with non-linear process and measurement models than the EKF. It recovered the entire trajectory and is exact, and even the sub-optimal incremental scheme the authors of this paper evaluated behaves much better than the EKF as the size of the environment grows.
EKF-BASED LOCALIZATION USING GPS AIDED INS
In this section, a GPS aided INS with a non-linear EKF is used to estimate the heading angle and the position of an UAV. The GPS/INS provides the vehicle's position (latitude, longitude, and altitude), velocity (horizontal and vertical) and heading angle (yaw angle). Since it is assumed that the vehicle flies at a constant altitude, the INS measurements are yaw angle rate from the rate gyroscope and X and Y axis accelerations from the accelerometers. Since the GPS measurements are available, they can be used to bound and estimate the errors in the INS estimates. To estimate the errors in the INS states a Kalman filter is used which utilizes the measurements from the GPS (X and Y position). The Kalman filter uses an INS error model which gives the Kalman gain. This Kalman gain is used with the innovations (X and Y position from the GPS measurements) to estimate the errors in the INS estimates.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the heading angle measurement is obtained by integrating the gyroscope output and the X and Y accelerations of the body frame measured by the accelerometers. Obviously, the measurements taken from the X and Y accelerometers are in the body frame axis, but the X and Y velocities are in the navigational frame axis; so, in order to make the relationship between the body axis frame and the navigational axis frame the direction cosine matrix is used.
Then, the navigation axis accelerations are integrated twice to obtain the X and Y velocity and position. However, the diverging error nature in the INS estimates due to the integration process, noise, bias, and drift requires an absolute sensor in order to constrain these errors. So, these errors in the INS measurements, are estimated using the measurement from the GPS (i.e. X and Y position). ⎡ 
The above state matrix A of the Kalman filter shows that, the Kalman filter requires the INS model input (a x , a y ), where −a x , a y are measurements from the accelerometers. The Kalman gain is used with the innovations (velocity and heading angle) to estimate the bias errors ( a x , a y , ω) and the errors in the yaw angle, the X and Y axis velocities and positions (δψ, δV x , δV y , δP x , δP y ). These errors are then used to update the INS states.
The bias error estimation
The instrumentation error plays a major role in the inertial sensors; basically the two major errors present in the INS sensors are the rate gyro bias error from the gyroscope measurements and the X and Y accelerometer bias errors from the accelerometer measurements. In order to estimate this, these bias errors are added in the Kalman filter states. However, in reality the Kalman filter is only a noise filter; so the bias and drift in the measurements cannot be estimated accurately and, over time, the errors due to bias and drift will increase.
The gyro bias error estimation
The rate gyroscope uses Coriolis effect of sensor to sense the speed of rotation (i.e. the rate of turn). Thus, in all of the gyroscopic measurements it will have an output signal bias which is the observed signal when no input is present. In sequence of time period this gyro bias ( ω) will result in major angular error (δψ). This rate gyro bias of 0.01 rad s −1 gives the angle error as follows:
(a) 0.001 rad after 1 s; (b) 0.06 rad after 1 min; (c) 3.6 rad after 1 h. So, the gyro bias ( ω) gives the angle error as
The accelerometer bias error estimation
All accelerometers have an output signal bias which is the observed signal when no input is present. In this case the input signal is not easily obtained since it is constantly subjected to one g of acceleration due to gravity. Thus in the case of the accelerometers, the bias would be the difference between the observed output signal and one g . Obviously, the accelerometer must be oriented with the axis being studied vertical; and the X and Y accelerometer measurements are integrated twice to get the X and Y velocities and X and Y positions, respectively. So, the accelerometer bias ( axy ) will result in a major velocity and position errors (δV xy , δP xy ). This accelerometer bias of 1 mg gives the position errors as follows: 
FEATURE-BASED LOCALIZATION USING IA
This section describes an approach to an autonomous aerial vehicle localization using IA [19] with the sensor readings from the laser sensors. The main advantage of this method is guarantees on the bounds that makes the system less sensitive to the problem of consistency of typical filters such as the EKF. Also it handles the problem without any linearization [20] . The UAV's motion is planned with respect to a set of obstacles and landmarks. These obstacles and landmarks define the world reference frame W and a body frame R which is with respect to the body of the vehicle. The origin c of R is the middle of the vehicle. Its coordinates in W are x c and y c , and θ is the heading angle of the aerial vehicle, which is the angle between the body frame R and the world frame W . In the world frame W , the points and their coordinates are represented by lower-case letters and by tilded lower-case letters in R. Therefore, a point in R with coordinates ( x, y) will be represented by m and by m in W .
The vehicle's position is described by the parameters x c , y c , and θ, which forms the configuration vector p = (x c , y c , θ) T . The task is to estimate the value of the configuration vector p, from a map representing the environment and from the distance measurements provided by a belt of n s laser sensors of the vehicle. Since it is assumed that the bounds on the measurement errors are known, the resulting distance measurements d ns is in terms of intervals [d ns ], which is stored in an interval vector
If the map is available, the model of the laser sensor interval distance measurements are represented by the interval vector d m (p), with the vehicle configuration p. So, the vehicle localization problem becomes a bounded error parameter estimation problem, namely characterizing the set
where [p o ] is an initial search box, and it is assumed to be large enough to contain all the possible vehicle configurations. P then contains all the configuration vectors that are consistent with the given map and measurements. Figure 3 gives a brief description of a map that represents the surroundings in which the vehicle travels (which is assumed to be known in order to calculate d m (p)). The set of all feasible configuration vectors is given by
In other words for a given configuration vector p the vehicle evaluates the measurements that its sensors would return and compare them with the actual measurements to check whether they are consistent or not. The problem described by equation (8) could be solved using set inversion via interval analysis (SIVIA) [21] which is described in detail in references [22] and [23] .
In reference [19] the sensor range was assumed to be unlimited; however, it is well known that in real world the sensor range is limited to 10 m. This is implemented by identifying the sensors n i that only give readings less than 10 m (which is done by setting all the interval ranges greater than 10 m) and substituting them for instead of n s (where the inclusion function was calculated for all the n s number of sensors). A detailed description of the inclusion functions has been provided in reference [19] together with faster version of the above algorithm, incorporating the interval elementary tests to eliminate some of the infeasible configurations in the configuration vector; the problem is reformulated as a global test) . The global test t(p) consists of various elementary tests and they are robust to outliers as well. The basic introduction about this IA method is detailed in Appendix 1.
Set inversion via interval analysis (SIVIA)
Set inversion is the computation of the reciprocal image
of a regular subpaving B of R m by a possibly nonlinear function f : R n → R m and SIVIA [21] is a method to compute the two subpavings A and A of R n such that
SIVIA assumes that it has a large initial search box [x 0 ] which is guaranteed to include A. The SIVIA basically has four steps and the two subpavings A and A are initialized with empty box. The four basic steps of SIVIA based on inclusion functions are given below.
is completely inside B and therefore they are stored in A and A. has a width w greater than ε the prespecified precision parameter, then the box is bisected generating two offsprings and the tests are again applied recursively for these offsprings. 4. Finally, if the box has a width smaller than the prespecified precision parameter ε and at the same time they are found to be undetermined, then it is considered to be small enough to be stored in the outer approximation A of A.
Also a diagrammatic representation of the SIVIAbased bisections of the initial subpaving [x 0 ] and the binary tree representation are given in Figs 4 to 6.
Data fusion via the principle of CI
Data fusion is a well-known algorithm in which any two pieces of data are fused together in order to get a new estimate of the underlying information. These two pieces of data are obtained either from the same sources or it could be from two different sources. Since the input sources are always corrupted by noise, it can be represented as random variables a and b, respectively. The real statistics of these variables a and b are assumed to be unknown; they in turn provide the only information of consistent estimates of the means and the covariances of these variables. In order to define is entirely inside B and (d) when the box is undetermined and smaller than ε the consistency of these two variables it is assumed that the means and the covariances of these variables areā andb. So the deviations for these assumed means are,ã a −ā andb b −b. In general, these deviations are not zero mean, so that the mean square error and the cross-correlations can be derived as
Since the true values are unknown, it has been approximated by the values of P aa and P bb . So, these approximations are only consistent if it satisfies the following conditions P aa −P aa 0 (12)
Finally, the information from these variable a and b are combined together in order to get a new estimate {c, P cc }, which will minimize some form of the cost function but assures consistency
where thec andP cc are;c c −c andP cc = E[cc T ]. If the statistics of these variables are known, the data fusion algorithm can be optimally addressed by computing a linear combination of the means of these variables, and then analytically determine the covariance of the result. This approach leads to the problem when there is uncertainty in the cross-correlation with the unknown statistics. For example the Kalman filter uses a linear update rule of the form ofc = W aā + W bb in order to calculate the covariance as
In the above equation, the trace of P cc is minimized by W a and W b . However, this calculation is done using only the assumed values of the covariance, but the actual covariance is
If the assumed and the actual variables are uncorrelated (P ab =P ab = 0) the consistency of a and b allows for the consistent update. However, if P ab = 0 then it is hard to generate a consistent update. This problem leads to develop the CI method [24] .
The CI algorithm is a data fusion algorithm which has a convex combination of the means and the covariance in the information space. The basic intuition behind the CI is to form a geometric interpretation of equation (15) . When the covariance ellipses for a covariance matrix P is plotted, then the locus points are ({p :
where c is a constant), so the intersection between the P aa , and P bb will yield a different value for P cc for the different choices of P ab , but for all these choices P cc will always lie within the intersection of P aa and P bb . When the P cc is within the intersection between P aa and P bb for any possible choices of P ab , then an update strategy in the intersection region P cc must be consistent. The tighter the updated covariance fits the region of intersection, the more information is used. This intersection is characterised by the convex combination of the covariances and this CI algorithm is formulated as
where ω ∈ [0, 1]. A proof for this updated equation is consistent, given by the equation (14) for all choices of P ab and ω are detailed in Appendix 2. Free parameter ω manipulates the convex weights which are assigned to a and b. Different choices of ω can be used to optimize the covariance update with respect to different performance criteria, e.g. minimizing the trace or the determinant of P cc . The cost functions are convex with respect to ω and will have a unique optimum in the range of 0 ω 1. This CI algorithm is detailed in references [24] and [25] .
In this paper, the following two different sources are used to compute the required X and Y variances. The first set of X and Y variances is obtained from the X and Y position information provided by the resulting covariance matrix of the EKF estimates (i.e. the P matrix). The second set of X and Y variances is constructed from the interval vehicle position provided by the IA-based localization. This covariance ellipse from the interval position is obtained by using any one of the following two methods.
1. The X and Y distances method. 2. The end-point distance method.
The functional block diagram, shown in Fig. 7 , describes the steps that are involved in applying this algorithm.
Fig. 7
The functional block diagram of the data fusion algorithm
The X and Y distances method
The X and Y distances of the interval position are used to construct the covariance ellipse. As shown in Fig. 8 , the X and Y distances from the midpoint of the interval position are obtained by calculating the width and the length of the resulting interval position which, in turn, provide the X and Y standard deviations σ of the interval position.
By squaring these values the X and Y variances are calculated to construct the covariance ellipse from the interval position. It can be noted that the constructed ellipsoid does not contain the corners of the interval position. In other words, the whole region of the interval position is not included in the constructed ellipse. For example, if the covariance ellipse of the EKF estimate lies in any one of these corners of the interval position, then this may cause no intersection. In this case an alternative method is proposed by using the end-point distance.
The end-point distance method
This method uses the end-point distance 'E' from the interval position (i.e. the corners of the interval box position) to construct the covariance ellipse. In this method, the construction principle is the same as the Fig. 8 The X and Y distances of the interval position are used to construct the covariance ellipse Fig. 9 The end-point distance of the interval position is used to construct the covariance ellipse previous X and Y distances method. Figure 9 shows the constructed ellipsoid based on the end-point distance of the interval position. Since constructed covariance ellipse includes the whole uncertainty level of the interval box, even In order to identify the intersection regions, a simple test is performed between the covariance ellipse of the EKF estimate and the interval position. As shown in Fig. 10 , the Euclidean distance D is calculated between these two midpoints of the covariance ellipse from the EKF estimate and the interval position, which gives the conformation to perform the data fusion algorithm using the CI principle.
Hence, the CI is only possible if the calculated Euclidean distance is less than or equal to the X & Y or the end point distances of the interval position. In this case, the following two conditions are applied in order to chose any one of the above methods to construct the covariance ellipse form the interval position.
If the Euclidean distance is less than or equal to
the X ,Y distances (i.e. D X , Y ) then the X and Y distances of the interval box are used to construct the covariance ellipse. 2. If the Euclidean distance is greater than the X , Y distances (i.e. D > = X , Y ) and less than or equal to the end point distance (i.e. D end point distance 'E'), then the end point distance of the interval box is used to construct the covariance ellipse.
If the calculated Euclidean distance is greater than the X and Y and the end-point distances or if the size of the EKF estimated covariance ellipse is large or lies outside the interval position of the IA estimate, then it is not possible to perform the CI. In this case the innovation is taken between the midpoints of the interval and the INS estimated (i.e. the time update in EKF) positions so as to perform the measurement update step in the EKF. Thus the resulting covariance ellipse estimates a fused X and Y position. This resulting covariance ellipse always lies within the intersection region. In fact, the variances are slightly over-estimated, because the CI algorithm exploits no correlation in the output formation. Finally, this resultant positions are used in mapping the unknown obstacle of the map.
The mapping task is achieved by the pattern recognition and data association method using the HT technique [26, 27] . This HT technique is employed here at each of the localization cycles to extract the line features which uses the fused EKF estimated vehicle positions and the measurements from the laser sensors. These range measurement laser sensors are mounted on the vehicle in order to get the periodic measurements and to avoid the major disturbances due to the change of direction of the vehicle. Since it is assumed that the vehicle flies at a constant altitude, it is only possible to get the two-dimensional map of the unknown obstacles in that altitude. By assuming that the initial position estimation is the true value the new features are added in the map by applying the local updates. Since the boundaries of the known land marks or the known obstacles are known, the unknown obstacles can be easily identified by localizing them within an interval [1, 28, 29] . At the end of the mission the global update is performed so as to get the final updated map of the whole environment.
DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
In this paper, a novel integrated sensor fusion architecture is proposed to achieve a robust localization and mapping that can overcome the uncertainty in the system model and sensor noise statistics. The proposed airborne localization is performed based on the integration of GPS and INS. If the GPS measurement is available, then the measurements form the GPS and inertial sensors are fused using a non-linear EKF. In many urban surveillance mission the GPS measurement is not available. In those cases the featurebased localization using IA method is employed in the presence of the known obstacle features or the known land marks within the TOF sensor range to estimate the interval position of the vehicle. If the vehicle is localized using the IA, then an advance data fusion algorithm is introduced in this paper, where the complementary position estimates are fused, thereby resulting in a much improved position estimate from the EKF. This fusion algorithm is based on the interpretation of EKF in the set-theoretic framework and the principle of the CI. Finally, the HT technique is applied so as to recognize the unknown obstacle to update the existing map of the whole environment.
The implementation results while simulating this proposed algorithm for the two different maps are shown in the following figures. Figures 11 and 12 show the EKF estimated yaw angle using the CI algorithm, and the error between the actual and EKF estimated yaw angle. The interval position estimates from the laser sensors using an IA algorithm is shown in Figs Finally, the standard deviations σ are computed by taking the square root of the X and Y variances from the resultant covariance ellipse. This σ is used to construct an interval box which increases the confidence of the interval estimate. As shown in Fig. 29 , in each of the localization cycles this confidence interval box is enlarged in both of the X and Y axis directions based on the velocity and the heading angle provided by the EKF. If there are no measurements, or only very few number of measurements due to lack of features, there will be no interval vehicle position estimate. When there are enough number of measurements from laser sensors, the IA algorithm will be performed to obtain an interval vehicle position estimate. This will result in the increase of the confidence in the interval vehicle position estimate thereby Fig. 27 The covariance intersection algorithm using X and Y distance method decreasing the covariance and increasing the safety (i.e. decreasing the uncertainty) of the UAV. This proposed algorithm has several significant advantages over the existing algorithm such as the following.
1. The combination between the well known EKF and deterministic IA method for designing an effective inferential sensor is an efficient and a robust algorithm and it is much faster than the EKF based localization. 2. This algorithm is is also robust enough to handle the data association problem. 3. The measurement errors or failure from one of the sensors will be compensated from other sensors' measurements.
However, it has some more price to pay in the long term process of localization. The covariance matrix of the EKF will grow much faster, in which case it is still difficult to implement an efficient data fusion algorithm. Anyhow, In this paper, the authors have reported the initial experiences with this new approach in filed of localization.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the authors present a novel algorithm in estimating the fusion of an UAV localization and mapping using multiple sensors. There are primarily two sources position in information which represent uncertainty in a fundamentally different way, namely a stochastic estimate using INS sensor with EKF and a deterministic IA estimate using the laser sensors measurements which represent the uncertainty as an interval. The Kalman estimates are inaccurate over time due to accumulation of bias errors, etc. The interval vehicle position is normally similar to a vehicle position estimate with a uniform distribution, whereas, the Kalman estimates have a mean and covariance with a Gaussian distribution. Therefore, the interval position with a uniform distribution is approximated to a position with a mean and covariance by enclosing the intervals using an ellipse which geometrically represents the covariance. These two sources of vehicle positions are then fused using the CI principle which in turn, bounds the errors in the Kalman position estimate, thereby improving the overall position estimates of the aerial vehicle and improves the richness in the mapping task. This estimated positions are used with the measurements from the laser sensors in order to build the environmental map. The presented algorithms are complementary in the sense that, they compensate for each other's limitations, so that, the resulting performance of the sensor system is better than of its individual components. It is proposed to extend the work for the localization and mapping of the unconstricted environment using multiple airborne vehicle that would make the resulting performance of the sensor system better than of its individual components. Towards this objective the authors of this paper intend to investigate the feasibility of applying IA and the stochastic-based SLAM for a swarm of UAVs with the CI principle proposed in this paper.
APPENDIX 1 Interval analysis (IA)
IA is basically about guaranteed numerical methods for approximating sets. Guaranteed in this context means that outer (and sometimes inner) approximations of the sets of interest are obtained, which can (at least in principle), be made as precise as desired. Thus interval computation is a special case of computation on sets, and set theory provides the foundations for IA. A famous and very old example of an interval enclosure is given by the method due to Archimedes. He considered inscribed polygons and circumscribing polygons on a circle with radius 1 and obtained an increasing sequence of lower bounds and at the same time a decreasing sequence of upper bounds for the area of the corresponding disc. Thus, stopping this process with a circumscribed and an inscribed polygon, each of n sides he obtained an interval containing the number π . By choosing n large enough, an interval of arbitrary small width can be found in this way containing π .
One of the first references to interval arithmetic as a tool in numerical computing is found in reference [30] p. 346 (originally published in Russian in 1951) where the rules for the arithmetic of intervals (in the case where both operands contain only positive numbers) are explicitly stated and applied to what is called today interval evaluation of rational expressions.
The first book on IA was written by Moore [31] and Moore's book was the outgrowth of his PhD thesis [32] and therefore was mainly concentrated on bounding solutions of initial value problems for ordinary differential equations although it contained a whole bunch of general ideas.
After the appearance of Moore's book, groups from different countries started to investigate the theory and application of interval arithmetic systematically. One of the first survey articles following Moore's book was written by Kulisch [33] . Based on this article a book was written which was translated into English in 1983 as reference [34] .
IA in many problems gives a guaranteed solution after a finite number of operations. This process consists of three essential operations.
APPENDIX 2 A proof of consistency
This appendix gives a proof that the CI yields a consistent estimate for any value ofP ab and ω providing that a and b are consistent [24] . The CI algorithm calculates its mean using the equation (18) . So, the actual error in this estimate is c = P cc {ωP −1 aaã + (1 − ω)P −1 bbb } By taking the outer products and expectations, the actual mean squared error, which is committed by using the equation (18) 
SinceP ab is not known, it is not possible to calculate the actual value of this term. But, CI implicitly calculates an upper bound of the quantity. By substituting the actual mean squared error into equation (14), and pre-and post-multiplying on both sides byP 
It is possible to find an upper bound on P −1 cc which can be expressed using P aa , P bb ,P aa , andP bb . From the consistency condition for a P aa −P aa 0 or, by pre-and post-multiplying by P 
